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Winter’s Last Gasp
Panteha Sanati Zaker
Outside lie the wreckage of this 16th
New England fall
where I see a frail gnat flutter by
having found the audacity to hatch
to life
oblivious to the whim of March
blowing with force
casting it to the trunk of a soaking larch
I sniff for the musty moss
verdant and velvety
But all that remains
are brown brittle leaves
last fall having stolen
the life within
from their gnarly grasp
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Bridgewater Review is published twice yearly
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campus-wide conversations pertaining to
research, teaching, and creative expression,
as well as a showcase for faculty art. Articles
in all disciplines and genres are welcome
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Review submission guidelines (available from
the Editor). In keeping with the founding spirit
of our faculty magazine, the editors are equally
interested in unfinished pieces of writing
that may need assistance with revision and
in polished pieces that are publication-ready.
All submissions will be reviewed, but there
is no guarantee that submitted work will be
published.
Bridgewater Review also welcomes Letters to
the Editor with the hope that BR may become a
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State University.
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be reprinted with permission of the Editor.
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